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A Multi-Dimensional View on Retrieval of CMS Data
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Data Bookkeeping System (DBS)
a service which catalogs all CMS event data from Monte Carlo and Detector sources.
It includes the ability to identify MC or trigger source, track data provenance and
construct datasets for analysis. The DBS accommodates a model of local instances
used for isolated processing or private analysis, and a global instance available
to CMS at large. Data information is migrated between Local and Global DBS
instances as part of the normal operation of the overall system.

Users roles

Trigger

tracks, vertices

want to lookup their
data as fast and easy
as possible. Final goal
is to find a dataset
and submit a job.

Skims
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Production

Physicists

wants to find details
of production data
flow. The main use
case to locate datasets
in local DBS instance or
at particular site and
monitor production
yield.

Events

Data Location Service (DLS)
a service which maps file-blocks to sites and tells where desired data are located.

Presentation model

a service which manages the transfer of the data among the sites.

Data structure

User tasks

what representations
are useful for capturing
information from CMS
subsystems, e.g., level
of details and their
representation about
given dataset.

Run Summary DB

a database which holds detailed information about runs taken by CMS.

Data model

a database which holds constants for a given subdetector.

interested in run-specific
information. Needs to know
detector condition for given
run; would like to lookup
datasets for specific tasks,
e.g., calibration.

Types of knowledge

Phedex

Condition DB

Run Manager

why is this information
needed and how will it
be further used?
E.g., once dataset
information is retrieved,
users want to submit
a job for data analysis.

User views
reflect a different
level of background
knowledge users
expect to see on a
page while searching
their data.

Representation of search pages

ProdRequest

a frontend application to request the submission of a production workflow to
the production machinery.

Menu-driven search
helps users to navigate to
their data using well
established workflow
concepts, e.g.,
Trigger Line
Processed dataset
Software Release.

CRAB
is short for CMS Remote Analysis Builder
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(1,2) data info lookup

(3) Deﬁne a destination
node for merged data
(3) create procDS from input DS
stage out
(1,2,3) lookup data
PhEDEx
DBS discovery
(1,2,3) data subscription

RunDB

Views:
(1) Physicists
(2) Group coordinators
(3) Operators/managers

the usability of the web interface was proven via user interviews. Users
were presented with the interface and asked to find suitable information
necessary to perform common tasks. The presentation layer of CMS
search tool was re-written several times in response to user feedback.

The development
of the CMS data search tool
was always cycling between
schema development,
DBS API and integration with
CMS tools. We found that
prompt visualization of
stored data in DBS tremendously
helped in the development of all
components. User interaction
via a web interface immediately
validated the schema and allowed us
to better understand data workflows
and software requirements.
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Integration
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Task specific search
evaluates most common
use cases, e.g. Analysis
dataset lookup, run
information and provides
guided search forms to
lookup desired data.

DBS API
class DbsApi(Conﬁg):
def __init__(self):

Representation of result pages

ProdMon

weblog analysis was one of the tools which helped identify a common
use of CMS search tool. During migration from DBS1 to DBS2 we abandoned
the CGI-centric approach in favor of a model-view-controller architecture.

(3) Monitoring info

(2,3) Find site in siteDB
and list all data
CondDB

User interviews

Log analysis

(3) Monitoring info

(1,2,3) get DBS info, PhysGroups

(1,2,3) Ask Contact info
about person who
made data

auto-load schema,
setup relationship
based on foreign
keys, construct
queries based on
user input.
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